
UKSU Strike Member Message: 2020.0012 
 
Dear members 
 
UKSU is calling ALL its members to strike in support of longstanding demands not met by 
management. 
 
The STRIKE commences on Monday 17 February 2020 at the Westville Campus. Members should 
gather on the G Block side of the Quad area. Transport will be arranged for staff from other 
campuses. We will jointly decide about pickets at other campuses during the gathering at Westville 
on Monday. 
 
Members are asked to please go to the following link to provide information, which is anonymous 
and confidential: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/6YC3YW2  
 
Your UKSU Executive has given management a very long time to resolve the issues of concern to its 
members. Mediation was held in October, during which two settlement agreements were signed, 
neither of which management abided by. UKSU has given management extended time and engaged 
on many hours of negotiations. UKSU has reached a deadlock with management as they continue to 
show no urgency with these issues. Info on the issues is listed at the end of this message. 
 
Management is clearly not taking you - UKSU’s members and their staff - seriously. Management sits 
for days negotiating with students, whilst staff are expected to wait YEARS for resolution of their 
concerns.  Staff make the institution function. The timeline indicates the protracted period that 
management has had to resolve the issues through negotiation. In between these dates, UKSU has 
spent many hours trying to achieve consensus with management. 

1) The demands were presented to management on 8 February 2019. 
2) The matter was referred (February 2019) to the CCMA as KNDB3054-19. 
3) The commission’s ruling confirms that a protected strike may take place, if mediation fails 

too resolve the demands. 
4) Mediation took place during October 2019 without resolution. 
5) Management was given until 24 January 2020 to resolve the issues. 
6) UKSU met with management on 3 and 10 February 2020, without finality on any of the 

issues. 
 
The members who responded in the strike ballot, overwhelmingly supported industrial action. It is 
now time for all UKSU members to show management that they are no longer prepared to tolerate 
their continued dragging of these matters. 
 
Salary negotiations are not part of this dispute but a quick update. UKSU is acutely aware that staff 
are desperate to get this concluded and more specifically that the February salary closing is about to 
happen. At this point UKSU has told management to return when they have an offer of 7%, so that 
we can negotiate effectively.  
 
Regards 
UKSU Executive 
 
The main issues in dispute are related to: 

1) the payment of 5% of TCE as a once off for staff who qualified for PpP for the years 2017 and 
2018 but did not receive as the university said they were above the top of the range. 



2) The failure of management to review the salary ranges as required by the Conditions of 
Service, resulting in members not receiving an increase when they are appointed to higher 
positions, post regrading and when PpP requirements are met. 

3) Unequal workloads and inflexibility of KPAs of academic staff despite two collective 
agreements signed by management - simply ignored. 

4) Unequal workloads for security staff doing the same job at the same level but are working 
different hours and earning different salaries. 

5) Performance pay Progression and Promotion during the same two year cycle. This can result 
in an academic not receiving PpP for five years.  USKU tabled this in JBF in September 2018, 
with proposals but management has made no attempt to seek a way in which to deal with 
this. With the introduction of broad banding for support staff in 2019, the same will apply to 
them. UKSU views this as prejudicial as the two processes are mutually exclusive.  

6) The safety of staff during violent student protests, a matter that has been ongoing for years 
without resolution.  

 


